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Oxide semiconductors and their application in next-generation devices have received a great deal of attention due to their various
optical, electric, and magnetic properties. For various applications, an understanding of these properties and their mechanisms
is also very important. Various characteristics of these oxides originate from the band structure. In this study, we introduce
a band structure analysis technique using a soft X-ray energy source to study a La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 (LSMO) oxide semiconductor.
The band structure is formed by a valence band, conduction band, band gap, work function, and electron affinity. These can
be determined from secondary electron cut-off, valence band spectrum, O 1s core electron, and O K-edge measurements using
synchrotron radiation. A detailed analysis of the band structure of the LSMO perovskite manganite oxide semiconductor thin film
was established using these techniques.

1. Introduction

Oxide semiconductors and their potential application in
next-generation devices have received a great deal of attention
due to their various optical, electric, and magnetic properties
[1–6]. An understanding of the origin of these properties is
also very important, for which many studies have employed
various analytical techniques. Among the present techniques,
spectroscopy, which leverages the interaction between a light
source and matter, is very useful, and more than 50 types of
spectroscopy techniques are being used for this type of analy-
sis [7, 8]. In this study, we introduce a band structure analysis
(band mapping) technique using a soft X-ray energy source
to study a La

0.7
Sr
0.3
MnO
3
(LSMO) oxide semiconductor.

The various characteristics of the oxides originated from the
band structure, which is illustrated in a simplified schematic
band diagram in Figure 1.The figure shows the valence band,
conduction band, band gap “𝐸

𝐺
” (distance from valence band

maximum (VBM) to conduction band minimum (CBM)),
work function “𝐸WF” (distance from Fermi level to vacuum
level), and electron affinity “𝐸EA” (distance from CBM to
vacuum level) [9]. For band mapping, a variable energy
source is required to determine the unoccupied states, and

such a source is available using synchrotron radiation. Basi-
cally, band mapping can be measured using two types of
techniques, namely, photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) for
occupied states and X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) for
unoccupied states.

The energy anddensity of occupied states below the Fermi
level can bemeasured based on the photoelectric effect, which
can be attributed to the transfer of energy from the light to an
electron in the sample according to classical electromagnetic
theory. Therefore, when we measure kinetic energy and the
number of electrons emitted from the sample, the energy
and density of occupied states can be obtained from energy
conservation as 𝐸kin = ℎV − 𝐸WF − 𝐸Binding. A typical
PES spectrum is a plot of the number of electrons detected
versus the binding energy of these electrons. The binding
energy of core electrons can be used to directly identify
each element that exists in or on the surface of a sample.
Further, according to kinetic energy, the photoelectrons have
an inelasticmean free pathwithin 10 nm from the top surface,
and emitted photoelectrons therefore provide information
specific to the sample surface. All of the photoelectrons from
deeper regions, which were generated by X-rays penetrating
into the top 1–5 micrometers of the material, are recaptured
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Figure 1: Simplified assembly view of the band diagram and meas-
urement principle.

and/or scattered in various excited states within the material.
The emitted electrons, which lose energy by scattering, are
called secondary electrons and are used to determine 𝐸WF.

XASmeasures the excitation of electrons from a core level
to partially filled and empty states, as shown inC in Figure 1.
The core electron of a target atom absorbs an X-ray photon
and is elevated from theK (1s) or L (2p) shell to an unoccupied
discrete level, thereby creating a core hole. Electrons of higher
energy levels fill the hole and release excess energy, either
through the radiation of fluorescent photons (bulk-sensitive)
or by the emission of Auger electrons (surface-sensitive).
XAS spectra are recorded by measuring either the electron
yield or fluorescence yield as a function of incident photon
energy. Hence, the absorption positions and spectral shape in
aNEXAFS spectrum are directly related to the nature of these
unoccupied electronic states. Decay in core holes may also
occur via the emission of fluorescent photons from the top
200 nm of the film, as opposed to Auger electrons, which are
released from the top 10 nm. In this study, electron yieldmode
was used tomeasure empty states of a LSMOfilm. In an oxide
semiconductor, when an O 1s core electron is transferred to
the unoccupied states of bonded cation atoms via their 2p
orbital, the sample absorbs electrons as mentioned above. An
O 1s XAS of a LSMOfilmwas obtained tomeasure the sample
absorption current according to energy variation using a
pico-ampere meter. Therefore, the O 1s XAS shows both
energy and density of unoccupied states. We constructed a
band structure using the above values as follows. In an oxide
semiconductor, each value in Figure 1, that is, the energy
distance A: from Fermi level to VBM, B: from O 1s to
Fermi level, and C: from O 1s to CBM, was obtained using
a combination of PES and XAS. The energy values were
measured from valence band PES (A), O 1s PES (B), and
the first derivative of O 1s XAS (C), respectively. Further, the
band gap𝐸

𝐺
(E) was obtained fromC−B =D andA +D =

E, as shown in Figure 1. In a final step, the work functionF
and electron affinity, 𝐸EA G, were defined using a secondary
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Figure 2: A simplified schematic diagram of Fermi alignment in a
spectrometer.

cut-off measurement. As shown in Figure 2, when the LSMO
film was in contact with sample holder containing reference
Au samples, the Fermi levels of all contacted materials were
aligned to the spectrometer and/or earth. Therefore, at this
state, themeasured𝐸WF value from energy conservation, that
is, 𝐸kin = ℎV − 𝐸WF − 𝐸Binding, corresponded to the work
function of the spectrometer. The PES spectrum was shifted
by the Fermi alignment, and the shift value was obtained
from the secondary cut-off, as shown in the blue circle in
Figure 2.The secondary cut-off indicates a zero kinetic energy
position of a secondary electron. Therefore, before Fermi
alignment, the secondary cut-off of the material was zero.We
also measured the shifted secondary cut-off resulting from
Fermi alignment, as shown in Figure 2.

The perovskite manganite family, that is, R
1−𝑥

A
𝑥
MnO
3

(where R and A are trivalent rare-earth ions and divalent
alkaline-earth ions, resp.), has been of interest due to the
colossal magnetoresistance (CMR) and colossal electrore-
sistance (CER) of its members [9–12]. Their magnetic and
electric properties can be controlled when the cation site
is substituted for different-sized cations or when the com-
position is changed. The substitution of different sizes of
cations and composition variation affect Mn-O bond angle,
charge ordering state, and the number of Mn-O bonds [11,
12]. The ideal gross crystal structure of perovskite oxide
as a stoichiometry formula of ABO

3
belongs to the cubic

space group Pm3m as shown in Figure 3(a), which consists
of a three-dimensional framework of corner-shared [BO

6
]

octahedron. The A-site cations as trivalent rare-earth and
divalent alkaline-earth are located in the dodecahedral sites
surrounded by twelve oxygen anions. Although the ideal
perovskite structure is centrosymmetric, only a fewmaterials
have simple cubic structure at room temperature. This lattice
distortion related tendency can be explained by the Gold-
schmidt tolerance factor (𝑡) as follows, in terms of the ionic
radii of the atomic species of the structure [13]:

𝑡 =
𝑅A + 𝑅O
√2 (𝑅B + 𝑅O)

. (1)
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Figure 3: Schematic diagrams of (a) ideal cubic structure of perovskite manganite and the double exchange of (b) ferromagnetically and (c)
antiferromagnetically aligned Mn-O-Mn chain.

The 𝑅A, 𝑅B, and 𝑅O denote the ionic radius for the A
cation, B cation, and oxygen, respectively. With tolerance
factor of 1, the crystal structure of film has ideal cubic
structure and this structure has no compressive or tensile
internal strain.Theperovskite structure is stable for 0.89< 𝑡 <
1.02. A variation of 𝑡 value from 1 indicates the distorted
perovskite structure generation. According to the ionic radius
with tolerance factor (𝑡), the manganite crystalline state
changes to the rhombohedral (0.96 < 𝑡 < 1) and then to the
orthorhombic structure (𝑡 < 0.96), in which the Mn3+-O2−-
Mn4+ bond angle is deformed [14].

In the R
1−xAxMnO

3
material, the filling of the Mn 3d

e1g↑ band is controlled by the value of “𝑥” in R
1−xAxMnO

3

with a fully occupied O 2p orbital [15]. Therefore, the state
of a fully occupied Mn e1g band, R

3+Mn3+O2−
3
, is classified

as a Mott insulator, and a completely empty Mn e1g↑ band,
A2+Mn4+O2−

3
, is a band insulator. Both end members are

insulators, but the intermediate member is a semiconductor.
R
0.7
A
0.3
MnO
3
is classified as a p-type semiconductor or

half metal due to its partially occupied Mn e1g band, and
the conduction is induced by a double exchange mecha-
nism in the Mn-O-Mn chain [16]. In the double exchange
mechanism, the eg electron on a Mn3+ ion can hop to a
neighboring site only if there is a vacancy with the same
spin direction (since hopping proceeds without spin-flip of
the hopping electron) as shown in Figure 3(b). Therefore,
the double exchange predicts that this electron movement
from one species to another will be facilitated more easily
if the electrons do not have to change spin direction in
order to conform the Hund rules at the accepting species.
Therefore, it is hard for an eg electron to hop to a neighboring
Mn4+ ion in which the 𝑡

2g spins aligned antiparallel to the eg
electron spin as shown in Figure 3(c) [16]. Nevertheless, the
full understanding of the electronic structure and conduction
properties of perovskite manganite remains a challenging
problem of strongly correlated system. Therefore, in the
present study, we established a spectroscopic method of band
structure analysis using a LSMO thin film which is a member
of the perovskite manganite family and a well-known CMR
and CER material due to its high Neel’s temperature.

2. Experimental Details

The films were prepared by RF magnetron sputtering at a
thickness of 30 nm on Pt(111)/Ti/SiO

2
/Si(100) substrates. The

LSMO powder targets were prepared by a standard solid state
reaction method using La

2
O
3
, SrCO

3
, and Mn

2
O
3
powders

as starting materials. During the deposition, the working
pressure, substrate temperature, and gas flow ratio of Ar : O

2

were maintained as 5mTorr, 550∘C, and 4 : 1, respectively.
The phase formation of the films was confirmed by X-ray
diffraction. For the band mapping of the LSMO film, the O
1s core electron, valence electron, secondary cut-off, and O
1s K-edge were measured using PES and XAS on the 8A2
beam line of the PohangAccelerator Laboratory.TheO 1s core
electron was measured using a source energy of 630 eV. The
valence band spectrum and secondary cut-off were obtained
at a source energy of 110 eV. Energy calibrationwas performed
using an Au foil at all measurement steps.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Valence Band Measurement to Define Fermi Level.
Figure 4 shows valence band spectra of the LSMO thin film
and Au reference foil. Normally, a Fermi edge in an oxide
semiconductor is not observed, unlike the readily observed
Fermi edge of a metal. Therefore, the Fermi edge of the oxide
semiconductor must be defined using an Au reference. As
shown in Figure 2, the oxide semiconductor material LSMO
with an Au reference should be in contact with the holder
loaded in the spectrometer. Therefore, the Fermi levels of
the materials are aligned to the spectrometer and/or earth.
The energy difference from the Fermi level to the VBM in
the oxide semiconductor was determined, as shown in the
inset of Figure 4. The energy range of the inset in Figure 4
was expanded to the vicinity of the Fermi level, which
shows the energy dispersion of the Au Fermi edge based on
temperature. At the slightly inclined Fermi edge, the center
point was defined as the Fermi level, and the center position
was calibrated to zero binding energy. The VBM of the oxide
semiconductor was calculated using linear extrapolation of
the edge, as in the inset of Figure 4. Therefore, in the LSMO
film, the energy difference from the Fermi level to the VBM
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Figure 4: Valence band spectra of the LSMO thin film and reference
Au. Inset corresponds to expanded data in the vicinity of the Fermi
level.

was 0.29 eV. We labeled the band order as A, B, C, and D in
the valence band spectrum according to binding energy, as
shown in Figure 4. Normally, the band order of LSMO can
be identified as A: O 2p-Mn 3d 𝑡

2g orbital hybridization state,
B: O 2p nonbonding state, C: Mn 3d 𝑡

2g↑ state, and D: Mn 3d
e1g↑ state, and these identified band spectra show the electron
density of each state [17, 18].

3.2. Conduction Band Measurement to Define the Conduc-
tion Band Minimum. The conduction band and CBM were
measured and defined from the O 1s core electron and O
1s XAS spectrum, and Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the O 1s
core electron and O 1s XAS spectrum of LSMO, respectively.
The O 1s PES of LSMO film showed two bonding states
for oxygen, labeled as A and B in Figure 5(a), which were
identified as surface oxygen and lattice oxygen, respectively
[19]. Normally, in perovskite manganite, the surface oxygen
is observed in the top surface region, which has a different
state from that of the lattice. Figure 5(b) shows O 1s XAS
data of the LSMO film and its first derivative of absorption.
First, the absorptions in O 1s XAS are labeled as A, B,
and C to identify the band according to energy state. From
the lowest absorption edge of about 527.5 eV to 533.5 eV (A
region), the absorption corresponds to partially empty Mn
3d e1g↑, completely empty 𝑡

2g↓, e
2

g↑, e
1

g↓, and e2g↓ bands in
energy order. After this Mn 3d absorption region (B region),
the absorption from 533 eV to 538 eV corresponds to the
transition from O 1s to the completely empty states of A-
site cations such as La 5d/4f and Sr 4d. The final absorption
region of C shows a transition from O 1s to Mn 4sp [20, 21].
When we subtracted the O 1s binding energy of Figure 5(a)
from the O 1s XAS spectrum of Figure 5(b), we obtained a
conduction band spectrum starting from the Fermi level, as
shown in Figure 5(c). This is because the “binding energy”
indicates the energy difference from the Fermi level to the O

1s core level energy. However, it is difficult to correctly define
the CBM in O 1s XAS data due to energy dispersion of the O
1s binding energy, that is, Δ𝐸 (O 1s binding energy): Δ𝐸total =
√(Δ𝐸anal.

2
+ Δ𝐸photon

2
+ Δ𝐸thermal broad

2
+ Δ𝐸inhomogen

2
+ etc.)

[22]. Therefore, the CBM level was defined as the maximum
value in the first derivative of absorption [23]. As shown in
Figure 5(c), the CBM level of the LSMO film was located
0.34 eV from the Fermi level. For O 1s XAS measurement,
the energy was calibrated using Au and/or SiO

2
, which

have a well-known energy level; in the present study, we
calibrated the starting energy using an Au foil. In the case of
energy calibration, an induced error in energy change process
cannot be calibrated, and this induces an error in the energy
difference from the Fermi level to the CBM.

3.3. Secondary Cut-Off Measurement to Define the Work
Function. As mentioned above, the measured work function
value (𝐸WF) in the state was the 𝐸WF of the spectrometer
and/or earth from energy conservation as 𝐸kin = ℎV − 𝐸WF −
𝐸Binding. Then, from the measurement of the secondary cut-
off, we determined the shift value based on Fermi alignment,
as shown in Figure 2. If the material had a larger 𝐸WF value
than the spectrometer and/or earth, a secondary cut-off was
observed in the vicinity of zero electron kinetic energy.
Normally, most materials have a smaller 𝐸WF value than
the spectrometer and/or earth, and the secondary electron
cannot reach the hemisphere analyzer due to a kinetic energy
value less than zero. Therefore, as shown in Figure 6(a),
additional kinetic energy was supplied by an applied negative
voltage. In this study, we applied −20V to the sample holder
and we observed the cut-off of a secondary electron of LSMO
and the Au ref. Therefore, the secondary cut-off position was
defined as the energy shift from a 20 eV kinetic energy. As
shown in Figure 6(a), the measured secondary cut-off value
of the LSMO film was 19.35 eV, and −0.65 eV was obtained
as a shift energy with a 20 eV kinetic energy; therefore,
the secondary cut-off was defined by linear extrapolation
as VBM. Using the equations ℎV − 𝐸WF = 𝐸𝐹 − (shift
in secondary cut-off), the 𝐸WF value of LSMO film was
measured to be about 4.8 eV, that is, 110 eV −𝐸WF = 104.55 eV
− (−0.65 eV) [24].

3.4. Interpretation of the Electronic Band Structure of LSMO
Thin Film. In the final step, we constructed a band structure
using the values measured above. As previously described,
the band gap, 𝐸

𝐺
, was obtained from C − B = D and

A + D = E, as shown in Figure 1. The electron affinity,
𝐸EA (G), was obtained from F − D. The band diagram of
LSMO film constructed using these methods is illustrated
in Figure 7. The complete band structure offers useful infor-
mation to help understand the properties, and the interface
characteristics can be determined for device applications.
For accurate band structure analysis, very accurate energy
calibration is required using well-known materials such
as Au and SiO

2
. Further, a comparative study at various

conditions will provide more meaningful data. For exam-
ple, we measured the valence band PES, O 1s PES, and
O 1s XAS of (La

0.7
)Sr
0.3
MnO
3
, (La
0.6
Gd
0.1
)Sr
0.3
MnO
3
, and
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Figure 5: (a) O 1s core electron, (b) O 1s XAS and first derivative of absorption of LSMO thin film, and (c) expanded data (calibrated by O 1s
binding energy) in the vicinity of the Fermi level.
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(La
0.4
Gd
0.3
)Sr
0.3
MnO
3
thin films to show changes in band

structure of perovskite manganite according to A-site sub-
stitution. The measured values needed to complete the band
structure are given in Table 1. As shown in Table 1, band gap
widening with a decrease in electron affinity was observed
according to A-site substitution. In perovskite manganites,
the band structure is changed by A-site substitution, which
induces structural distortion and/or change in band filling
[15, 16]. In this case, the ratio of divalent and trivalent
cations was fixed. Therefore, the change was induced from a
structural distortion due to a smaller A-site cation, wherein
the smaller A-site cation reduces Mn-O-Mn bond angle in

the Mn-O octahedral matrix. The decreased bond angle led
to band narrowing and band gap widening. Therefore, a
comparison study of band mapping, as shown in Table 1,
showed a variation in the electronic structure of the material.

4. Conclusions

In this study, we introduced a band structure analysis
technique using soft X-ray spectroscopy with synchrotron
radiation on a LSMO film. For band structure analysis, a
variable energy source is required because unoccupied states
should be measured. In the band structure analysis, proper
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Table 1: Measured values for combining band structure of (La0.7)Sr0.3MnO3, (La0.6Gd0.1)Sr0.3MnO3, and (La0.4Gd0.3)Sr0.3MnO3 films.
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(D)
𝐸
𝐺

(E =A +D)
𝐸WF
(F)

𝐸EA
(G)

(La0.7)Sr0.3MnO3 0.29 eV 0.34 eV 0.63 eV 4.80 eV 4.46 eV
(La0.6Gd0.1)Sr0.3MnO3 0.39 eV 0.43 eV 0.82 eV 4.80 eV 4.37 eV
(La0.4Gd0.3)Sr0.3MnO3 0.41 eV 0.54 eV 0.95 eV 4.80 eV 4.26 eV
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Figure 7: Complete band diagram of LSMO film.

energy calibration is critical because the variable energy
source in the synchrotron does not guarantee an exact energy
value, while a monochromatic energy source normally offers
an exact energy value. Accurate band structure analysis is
required to understand material properties, which could be
achieved from a very accurate energy calibration using well-
knownmaterials like Au and SiO

2
. In addition, a comparative

study of various compositions can provide more meaningful
data.
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